The Chair called up the following measures and amendments, previously circulated to Members and considered *en bloc*:

(1) H.R. 3261, To repeal the 1991 Authorization for the Use of Military Force against Iraq Resolution (Spanberger)

(2) H.Res. 408, Urging the Government of El Salvador to respect the country’s democratic institutions (Sires)

(3) H.Res. 348, Expressing the sense of the House of Representatives that the United Nations Security Council should immediately impose an arms embargo against the military of Burma (Tenney)

(4) H.Res. 402, Recognizing the devastating impact of COVID-19 in India and expressing the sense of the House of Representatives with respect to COVID assistance to India (Sherman)
   - Connolly Amendment #55
   - Chabot Amendment #20

The measures considered *en bloc* were agreed to by voice vote, ordered favorably reported, as amended, if amended, to the House.

The Chair called up the following measures considered separately:

(1) H.R. 922, Crimea Annexation Non-Recognition Act (Connolly) (agreed to by voice vote)
   - Pfluger Amendment #22 (withdrawn)

(2) H.R. 2785, Energy Resource Governance Initiative Act of 2021 (Kinzinger) (agreed to by voice vote)
   - Perry Amendment #83 (not adopted, roll call 26N-22Y)
   - Perry Amendment #86 (not adopted, roll call 29N-20Y)
   - Perry Amendment #86 (not adopted, roll call 44N-6Y)

(3) H.R. 3283, To repeal the joint resolution entitled, “A joint resolution to promote peace and stability in the Middle East” (Meijer) (agreed to by voice vote)
   - Issa Amendment #35 (adopted, voice vote)
   - Perry Amendment #77 (withdrawn)

(4) H.R. 1096, Represent America Abroad Act of 2021 (Bass) (adopted, voice vote)
   - Salazar Amendment #15, an amendment to the amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 1096 (not adopted, voice vote)
   - Perry Amendment #78, an amendment to the amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 1096 (not adopted, roll call 31N-19Y)
• Bass Amendment #39, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 1096 (adopted, roll call 31Y-19N)

(5) H.R. 1135, LITE Act (Hastings) (adopted, voice vote)
• Perry Amendment #80, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 1135 (not adopted, roll call 27N-23Y)
• Meeks Amendment #24, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 1135 (adopted, roll call 25Y-23N)

The five measures considered separately were ordered favorably reported, as amended, if amended, to the House.

The Committee adjourned.

All measures can be found here.